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.:.... Before:.' ;'intersesslon,
.students; are)· sent' 'notices .
advislng,:thcm· : to<:,·.take·.·
h()m~a~y .y~l1uab.es·,.<sa~d.·

The' ...welcoin~ . back;' C~ble~. . .Glillta,' ,however.; .
. from . winter ,intersession said she. felt' ,that· her'.
was· not," 5.0 . ·.pleasant for things should: be:': safe at
one' .Ro-ger .• Willi"ams ~chool an4·thoughtthe'.'
College s.tuC:lenf. .. Senior, college'. should make more
Tracy Ginna atrived at· of an effort to., insure
her Almeida apartment to students belongings.
find she had been robbed.
The. break·in. ::pr(1)lem.·
Nothing tangible ·bad. d.uring. intersession. haS:
been st<?len,' just her sense impJ:oved ove~ the last··
of· security'.' "Thank. God. few/years. "There was
I. . ha'd everything. with always a. regul~r security.
me,'" said Ginna:
Ginna:;· guard at Ahneida." said
lives. alone·· and said she· Cable: "AndiC.there was
geis - a little' bit more it was: the Wells . Fargo
nervous now at night, type." .
worrying about intruderS-.
Giniui's .was the· only'
Ginna's apartment was reported incident during'
. Bu.t inside the greenhouse In the SCienceIBusiness
entered through·. an air th is
. year,
although.
buildingi . it"s sunny. warm and'. tropica~.70·degrees. . .'
conditioning unit holder according to' Cable" the·re
hOlo b Michele· Baccarella
that
had
not . been arc rumors' of others:
properly secured.'
.Katie Rendine, Almeida
According to Wes Cable, hall coordinator, added'
director. of, Stud'cnt Life that it. helps to report
and'
coordinator. -of these incidents to help
judicial aftairs.. at the Student
Life
prevent
endoC the summer- the them
tram· happening
units arc taken out and again.
.
replaced. with the holders
EdWard.
'81
wId
mayor may .not
seerarity, said thebreak·in
secured
with' screws. is'
s till
un de r approximately
200'~ clap and sing along.
other students' from the
'Whetller tlley are lCCured Uavestigation.·. There' are includioa' groups from
Mede
Perkins
did Black Student Union at J
with
screws
or
not DO suspects, but· RWCProvidencc and Newport, justice to the husky, sexy & W.·
.depends: on the manpower Security is working with were. on hand, Feb. l~. t~ blues songs she sa-ng,
-I thought it' was
and time the- Physical the Bristol Police on the witness the transformation especially .in a number. really well done, and' the
Plant has. said Cable.
case, Sht.\wsaid~ .
of
Roger . Williams .called-Kitchen
Man"' music was good," said
College's Student Center which. contained. lyrics Dwight. Datcher
co~
into a night in Harlem.
. . that were ambigous but" chairl;).~J:so~ of th~. K1'AC:
The
performance,' could
have
been -I -thou8lifit went 'very
t··I"O·
· ·D:.:·:S·~I·.m·,.:· .
·o·.·.:.··:·V.
sponsored· \'y
.RWC's suggestively .interpreted.' . well.. We.. received. the
Mj n ori t y
A f fa· irs
-I think some. of thC' turn out·
eX-pec.ted and
Committee . (MAC),. was- younger people interpreted' we were pleased with
communication '.: : bctween educational yet _remained the lyrics of the song it.:-'
.
by' JennieerOuellette
advisor.' and' advisee, entertaining
as
it more. suggestively, I' don't
-It was entertaining
A new system of pre· . sever~l advisors said.
celebrated
the
music:.. think it was meant Jhat and
brought
about
registration. this year. has
T h.e . new.
pre ~ literature,. dance
and - way:. said Gail Brown, a' awareness. and education
helped
to
solve' the registration system' nta,kes .. culture of.the '20s.
. . member of. the. Newport about. the '20s~~- said
problem· of
advisees.. it mandatory for ·stu.dents . . A night time cityscape" branch or the NAACP.
Varick Williams, who is
avoiding . advisors.. much . togo to : their advisors .to .of' Harlem. served .as the. . .-.It could be: interpreted . alSo· a co·chairperson of
. >to many. advisor's, relief~' get their pre·registration .·.backdroP· to the' songs,'·: suggestIvely .~d that's MAC", Wniiams.. said 'he
Robert·
Blackburn., cards. Atthc ·same·time, music, 'andvigncttes of the way 'I chose to do it," was, pleased that a group
Humanities': Divis.ion th'e' advisor,' c.a~·, get . the . the· . rou....person
show said: Perkins, . "Sex . sells... from J &,'W came to' the
Coordin-ator; .. said-. that st.udent· to
make
an· which' . featured'
Stan -The audience loves .it and show. "I-think this ",as a'
students getting their pre-'~ appointment with :.him.. or . Strickland; Merle Perkins,. it's a fun song.'"
p<ls'itive '. step ". that
registration cards from. her
to' discuss
the Allen Oliver. and' Vinny.
The one and oile half~. stUd.ents·fromlohnson ~nd
·their advisors is a better. student"s schedule.
Jeffreys. .
. hour . long . show ended· Wa.les·
ex p e,r i en.c e d
Langston'Hughes' poem, . with a Fats 'Waller and something' from Roger
s:ystem; than . having: . Blac~burn said that he':
· students
go' to
the will not give' students, .. "The Dreamkeeper," and, a. J~C. Johnson' song 'called, Williams ,College,
and
registrar for their cards,' especially freshmen, their Duke Ellington medrey "Harlem is- Jumpiil'" which maybe inore things like it
as they ~~d in previous cards .. until they. have began
the
iinaginar.y .recetved
a.: •standing 'couMbe: . done in. the.
discussed· their' schedule'·. jo.urneYI·through· Harlem· in.. ovation.
.
(uturc. ,I hope .it helped,years.
.
. The old. system had With..him> "If I. give. the I920s. While there,' -I'm from' New Yo'rk he said.
..students. picking Upl their ·them: the card; I may not the players gave the· and· it hits. home;'" said
. pre-registration·cards·af· see:them again," he· said.. ' audience
arcalistic
· the
registrar's
office.'
Grayson
Murph'y, .. credible look at· the
The: . student was . then .Natural· Science faculty entertaInment. of
the
· supposed' to' make· . an member, agrees. that. the' period...
appointment .to meet with .·.new system:· is much The' performers worked
his or her . advisor to' better.
. He. said. that well together and all gave
student's' control
ofthe
prc- :'5trong: .' performances
discuss- . the
·schedule. Many' students registration cards is" the . especially. Allen.' Oliver
did not' go to . their_ . only:. way' to' enstire .' who .was· tireress: and :.'
advisors, bu.t mad'c - out ':students _will· sec their·. bursting"'. "with energy as
.their. schedUles on: their. advisors~ .
the 'nanator' ·and.:principal
own and had . any teacher
Mark' , GoUld, . natu'~al . in many;:ofthe. skits.. :' .
in the: diviSion sign: the '. sci e n c e.' '.,' d i v'I s: ian' "
Sta'n..·; Stricklan'd,_' who
cat~~ '.
This: . 'caused . a"" coordi.naiar.. '. joked:. that .s.ang; daiic.cd·and ~played a .
0-"'tIS'
' '..- ~- ...". -, -"~ ~ ,-, . ' . ' .: t.;;i
.
:.6 ~ e.a k·do·wn... " in .'ADVISOR ·s·'·
,2..... '. . mca~s:ai was. . . . . ' , ",' . ~.BeneJit,,,,ra .'t.h..... ~:.·.~r. ·13.~;··!t·.· ,.. ;"
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News
advisees.
Ideally
a,n
he has had to tackle a d vis 0 r / a d vis e e
students to get them to .relationship turns into a
come in to see him. He, friendship, saidGould~
hiLS
tri.ed"
to
get But for that relationship,
acq~ainted
with. . his to form, he said, a trust
adVlsees, . even gOlDg so is needed between both
far as to· send incoming people. It is very hard
freShmen postcards over,' to build a rela·tionship if
the summer, letting them a student will not open up
know who he is and to the advisor about
urging them to come see outside
circumstances
him when school begi-:t s.
affecting, the students'
,All
three.
advisors, life, he- said.
If the
agree that. freshmen are advisor does not know
the
most
difficult what
the
student's
students to get to. know problem is, he cannot help
and
coax
in
for the student, said Gould.
Since' the
WI' have seen students
advis,ement.
semesters' are so short, form lasting relationships
freshmen can get into a with advisors, even when
very deep hole and not they change majors: said
have enoug~ time to get Murphy.
WThey stay in
themselves out of it, said touch with the advisor
Murphy.
for four years. w
'Lisa ' Scaringella,
aWhile some students do
junior at RWC~ said that not
feel
comfortable
she has received advice going to their advisors,
steadily from her advisor· whether it be a feeling of
since her freshman year. lack of trust or just a,
She <!id have her, advisor clash
of
personalities,
" for. som~·. clas$~s, but other
students
are
'. . Deiot:e~~ that -J:16'-' always perfectly
happy
with
made an effort to say their assigned advisors.
hello when he saw her in
Cindy
O'Dell,
a
the hallways, she said.
transfer to R we this
, Students can easily year, said her advisor is
change advisors if they well-informed about what
ADVISOR From page 1
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much easier' for students
to go to advisors if they
,have seen them at these
types of clubs on campus
and not just in ' the
classroom.
Advisors have to learn
as they go along, said
Blackburn.
There is no
official training for a
new advisor, but he tries
to teach new people, in his
division about the basics
of ~dvising, he said.
wThe most important
thing an advisor can do is
to
find
out
where
someone is going and try
to help hem .perceive
troubles in his journey,said , Gould. Other than
that, said 'Gould, the
advisor should just be.
there for the student to
give him or her advice.

The life
of
Martin
Luther
Ke
~~~s~~~~~:~a.:::.ehdeslP~~.:~~~~': ,~.-:_.
Ip:g

...
'<
the Huma~,l.le,~.plv1Slon a _,,~, her:-.'9hed\l~~~;. _,She.".aOl1\piled ' .' by;...Pwight
student "only' h~s
to' . said' that ·it was easy to ..Datcher .
inform Blackburn that he go to her advisor because
In honor of Black
Month,
th~
is not getting along with she also had, him as a History
his advisor and Blackburn, teacher for two classes following is a time line of
will let the student switch and he was advisor to the important events in the
to another one, provided Paralegal Club, to which life of Dr. Martin Luther
the new. advisor is not she belongs.
King, Jr., crusader of
b v e rIo ad e d
wit h
Gould added that it is equal rights.

1929:
,becomes full-time pastor
January
15
Martin of
Dexter
A ven ue
Luther King, Jr. is second Baptist
Church
in
of three children. born to Montgomery, Ala.
the Rev. Martin Luther
King Sr. and Mrs. Alberta 1955:
Christine Williams King in June 5 - He is awarded
Atlanta.
Ph.D
in
systematic
theology
at
Boston
1935: .
University.
September - He enrolls at
David
,T.
Howard November 17 - The Kings;
Elementary School, but first
child, . Yolanda
later attended Atlanta Denisek
is
born
in
University
Laboratory Montgome'ry. '
School.
Thereafter
he
attended
Booker
T. December 1 - Mrs. Rosa
Washington High School, Parks is arrested and
skipping ninth grade -and charged . with violation
entering the sophomore Montgomery
city
class.
-segregation
code afier
refusing to relinquish her
1944:
bus seat to a white man.
September
He enters
Morehouse College at age December 5 - Montgomery
15 after passing entrance' bus boycott begins.
exams and skipping 12th
grade.
1956:
February 2
A _ suit
1948:
asking that Montgomery's
, February 25
He is travel segregation laws be
ordained to the Baptist declared unconstitutional
ministry. ,
is filed in federal district
court.
June - He graduates from
Morehouse with a bachelor June
4
Racial.
of
arts
degree
in segregation on city bus
sociology at age 19.
lin'es
is
r u led
unconstitutional by a U.S.
1951:
District Court.
June
King graduates D e. c e, nl'b e r
2 1 from, Crozei-, where he Montgomery' city buses are
vias' the tnost outstanding integrated' for the first
student, president of the time.
senior class and recipient·
of a graduate fellowship. 1957:
He ~raduated with an A January 10 -II
lie is
average.
elected president of the
southern
Christian
1953:
Leadership Conference at
June 18
He marries, the founding meeting.
Coretta Scott in Marion,
Ala. Martin Luther King, May 17
Dr. King
Sr. officiated.
delivers the speech, "Give
Us
The
Ballot,"
at
1954:
Lincoln Memorial during
September I - Dr. King KING See page 3
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KING From page 2
Prayer
Pilgrimage
for
. Freedom' on the third
anniversaryoT the .U.S.
Sup rem e
C 0 u r t 's
desegregation decision.

and arc jailed oil charges 1964:
1966:
October 30'
Supreme
February
Dr.
King'
Court
.
upholds"
- the
of violating the state's June - Dr. King~s fifth
moves
into
an
inner
city
con
temp
t
-'0
f
c
0
urt
.book,
"Why
We
trespass}aw.
Can't·
neigh
borhood
,
on
conviction
of
Dr.
King
Wait:
is
published.
October 22 - The Atlanta
Chicago's West Side.
and seven others who led
trespass
char.ges
are
,1963
'. ma,rcite's "'in
d r 0 p pc d a n d
all June - At Soldier Field in
May
16
At
a
large
Birmingham.
They serve
Chicago,
Dr.
King
demonstrators are released
rally
to
protest
four-day
jail
sente~~~s.
,
Washinton
addresses
75,000
people
1958:
. except Dr. King, who is
the
.Vietnam
War,
,
a
n
.
.
'
at
a
civil
rights
rally
September' 17. -. "Stride held
on
charges' of
organized
by
an
interracial
.a~tiw~r statement by Dr: ~ Nove~ber 27 - Dr." King.
Toward
Freedom: The violating; a
probated
~ announces SCLC's "Poor
KIDg ,IS read.
Montgomery Story: Dr. sentence in a September, ,'interfaith citizens group.
People's Campaign."
King's first
book, is 1960, traffic case. He is
With Rev. . June 6' - Activist James
published.
transferred to the DeKalb June 11
.County Jail and then' to Abernathy and a' party of Meredith; is shot . after
16, Dr. King stages' a starting a 220-mile "March'
1959:
Reidsville State Prison;
sit-in
at. an exclusive Against
Fear"
ftom 1~68:
February 2- - March 10restaurant
in
Memphis:
Tenn.' - to March 28' - Dr.- King leads
At the invitation of
civil
. rights
,October
27
Dr.
King-is
Augustine, Fla. Dr. KIng Jackson, Miss. Dr.' King, ·6,0'00
India's Prime . Minister
protestors
on
a
march
released
on
$2,000
appeal
is arrested for the 12th Floyd
McKissick
and
.Jawaharial 'Nehru, Dr. and
through
downtown
bond
after
Robert
F,
'time
and'
charged
with
others
continued
the
Mrs. King spend a month
campaign violating
Florida's march. For the first time, Memphis in support of
in India stJ1dying Ghandi's Kennedy,
Stokely Carmichael and the sanitation workers'
'techniques
of manager (or presidential "unwanted guest law~"
candidate
John
F.
Willie Ricks us the "Black strike. Against his wishes,
nonviolence.
disorder break's out: One
Kennedy, intervened.
July 2 - Dr. King is Power" slogan.
16-year-old is killed and
present
at
the
signing
of
November 29 - Dr. King
·50 persons ate injured. '
1963:
the
Civil
Rights
Act
of
Dr:'
King
July
10
resigns
as
pastor
of
'.
Dexter Avenue Baptist April 3 - Dr. King opens 1964, by President Lyndon launches a campaign to
the Birmingham campaign B. Johnson a~ t.he White integrate
housing
in April 3 - At the Me~phis
Church.
Masonic Temple, Dr. King
to, protest segregation. On 'House. The bill, which Chicago..
deli
vers the speech, "I've
April
12,
he,
Dr. guaranteed 'access
to
1960:
Be
e n
To.
T he
and
53 public . accommodations, August 5 - Leading a
Janua'ry 24 - He becomes Abernathy
Mountai~top."
.
was suhUli tted to Congress march through Chicago's'
co-pastor, with his father, demonstrators are jailed.
by President Kennedy.
Gage P.3<rk area, Dr. King
of
Ebenezer
Baptist
moral.
is stoned by angry w~ites. April 4- - As 'he stands
May
2
Ignited
Church in Atlanta.
'talking on thc"balco'ny' of
consciousness
of . the September 18 - At the
the Lorraine· Motd'~ in
media Vatican, Dr. King has an 1967:
February 17 - Dr. King is ,world
through
Memphis,
Dr. King is shot
audience with Pope Paul January
Dr... King
issued an arrest warrant coverage.
in
the
neck
by a sniper
VI.
completes his sixth book
.charging perjuryu in filing
and
dies
at
St. Joseph's
"
'
Where Do We Go From
his 1956 and 1958 Alabama August 28 - The largest
Hospital.
James
Earl Ray
state taxes.
integrated mass protest, August - December - Dr. Here?"
is
later
convicted
for the
the march on' Washington King and SCLC spearhead
murder.
registration
- Dr. King. A.
May 28 - An all-white is held. Dr. King delivers voter
jury
in
Montgomery his "I Have A :pr~ain" caJ• •
' i
.. i.'
~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ita'~,i~~~~~~:':~<;:~~~:~~~~~~~~;;;
_ ';;)ffis.-:Jfb' -,
acquits
Dr. King
of speech before 250,000 at Wilcox' and,' ":E·utaw ,'-Wilkins'·' 'lind: ,., WhItney'
countries
in
Alabama,
and
Yoting
call
for'
rebellions
.
~
perjury charges.
the Lincoln Memorial.
in
the
cities
of to end, terming them
fl{J6!~
October 19 - In Atlanta,
Montgomery
and "ineffective
and
~
Dr. King and .51 others Septemb.er - "Strength To .Birmingham.
damaging to the' civil
are
arrested
for Love: Dr. King's fourth
right cause..."
par~icipation in a sit-in book, is published.

.st.

Zip down and see us•.; .
Bring a few friends and come get comfortable while our
suds do,your duds. We're just a few minutes north of cam-,
pus, and. our comfortable couches and cable TVs make'
laundry a luxury. Homework? Not to worry ... we have
chairs and tables galore.

This is no ordinary laundry... this is

.·JRe

If you like, you can leave off
your wash and we'll do the
'dirty work. We have complete wash, dry. fold and
,dry cleaning services.

laundry

At Belltower Plaza
on Metacom Ave. In BrIstol· 253-2770"
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Editorial
,Editorial

Letters to the· Editor
To The Editor:

WHERE'S THE BEACH?

One 'of the features that draws
students to our campus is the view' of
By way of taking a
the bay and the fact that the ocean is larger variety of courses
s~ near. . The beautiful blue water than the typical student
ghmmers In the, sunlight" invitinv might
choose.
I've
stud!!nts t9 ta~e a, break from the:; de'tecteda
rather
studies to Sit by ItS side.
'
,disturbing paradigm of
But what's that?
RWC a,cademic behavior.
You say you would like to go down Contrary to one of the
to the water but there is a chain link generally accepted goals
fence cuttin2 'you off, beginning in back of higher education, I
of Dorm 1'7 And behind the Student believe a majority of
Union there is a thick mass of tangled RWC students are not
brush and trees that you need a chain 'being allowed to develop
saw to get through?
.
a· capacity for objective
You say the only safe way to get, to and independent thought.
the water is to trek down Old Ferry Instead, many students are
road by Dorm 3?
being caught in a subtle
Wtiat about faculty members who structural trap which
would like a little solitude by the water slowly and inescapably
between classes? They must also make compresses 'the typical
that' hike to the beach, losing precious student into a preordained
tin:- e , instead of having an easy access mode of thought.
POint to get to the water.
Every
field
of
Th~ cnain link fence around the back knowledge and endeavor
~ of: -. the, c~mpus'· is a good idea to an has Jts own jargon. its
,extent'.
It' ·was put there, for safety own theories, its own
purpos.es.
But. many people ignore It' premises-- its own unique
and chmb over It or crawl under it and view of the world. . This
proceed to make their way down to the is well and good, of
, w~ter on ~angerous p-aths. Not only is course, as it - allows
thl.s p!lyslcally. h.armful to ,the peop-Ie greater
depth
and
dOI~g It, but It IS also harmful to the 'specialization within the
. environment to have people traipsing all wider scope of, _ h,uman
over the place.
.
thought
and
action.
, So \yhy not break through part, of. E~onom~sts may. h~ve a
the barrier that 'hold us bacle and 'build dl~ferent perspective"than
some steps on a, path to the shore? phIlosophers.
Political
How h~rd can this be to do'?
. t~eorists may have. a
'Having a central pathway closer to dIfferent
perspective
the center of the campus would help to t han
his tor ian s .
:, ,..sa¥~_th.e, ecology, the frustration, and a However, the subject of
I

I

;'«,:J

lew I:!ry"'~~~.

'J.~' -;'.

;, ,:. .

' . '.

_

~~"; J~ ".~r~~I.~ ,thCJ~.:,~ne ."of.: the

, a l l . these
perspectives
remams. the., same. Each
perspectIve IS a chunk of
the same problem.
. In ~ollege, one majors
10 a s10gle chunk of the
problem.
The
assumption"
though, is
that during four years of
,;;,st;,;U:;;d:,;y~.:;t:h;.e 'student will

most
" beautiful assets that, the 's,chool can
boast about is not readily available to
the college community.
,

r:~~~":",,,:,:,,

.....

...

Editorial Policy, .
"
The Messenger exists to serve you and 'the' college com~unity. We
welcome any suggestion and/or comments. We will also voluntarily
correct any errors found in The Messenger. To offer a story idea,
make a comment, or Feport an error, either drop it off in writing
at The Messenger office iil the new addition or phone us at 2531040 ext. 2229. "
.
The Messen~er is also.looking for help iii all phases of newspaper
product!,on. If you'woul~ like to be a reporter. photographer.
cartooDlst. Qrhelp ~ith advertising and layout. let us know.
Infor~al, h~moious.~pinionated and s,atirical articles (including
cartoons) WIll be consIdered for publication on the Editorial or
Op~Ed. page. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of The Messenger
Edltonal Board. All Letters to the Editor. and commelltaries must
be typed or neatly written. The author's full name and phone
number mu~t be l~gibly written and the letter must be signed or
else, ,~hey: WIll n~t be accepted for publication. Ordinarily they
shou,l~ pot.~~ceed.,IOOO words in length. All submitted materials
a.r~, su1?ject.,t~ edit~ri~l review by The Messenger prior. to
publication..,:"
A)l signed 'm'a'teriil which appears is the position of the author
and,does,not necessarily, ref1ect the ooinion of The MessenRer.,

"
"

'

become at least acquainted knows'only one theoretical
with all the chunks of the ,perspective. and therefore
problem. The student will will have little choice but
show. as a minimum, some to apply that model to all
understanding of each the other chunks as well.
per s pee t i v e. The marketing major may
Unfortunately, I do not understand our political
believe this is the case at process only in terms of
RWC. While no analogy consumer behavior and
is complete. I submit that demographics. he or she is
a
sort
of
academic ignorant of the Electoral
feudalism,' now exists on College. The philosophy
this campus, under which major may understand
students
have' become poverty only in moral
intellectual
serfs,
and terms. he or she has no
their
instructors
have knowledge
of
the
become feudal lords.
I psychological impact. The
say this not
as
an political studies major may
indictment of student or understand
taxes
and
instructor. but rather of tariffs only as policy
the established system.
tools. ') he
or she
is
is no unaware of the damage
Since ,there
requirement for an RWC to the economy.
student to study a field
The
c u r:r e n t
of knowledge outside his establishment is creating
or her major, very often academic
fiefdoms
in
the student does not. A which the serf-students
business
major.
for become
bound
the
example. is not required intellectual practice and
to study' Western history perspective
of
that
or literature. the 'student particular
feudal-estateneed not concern himself major.
Feudal lordwith courses in politics, faculty may inadvertently
philosophy. or psychology promote this paradigm by
either.
In a previous teaching
their' subject
era.
dis t rib uti 0 n without
reference
to
requirements
made
a other areas of study.
feeble
attempt
at This academic feudalism
preventing this' situation. generates students who
Now. eve_n .that weak can conceive of'- only a
support has been replaced small portion of human
with
the
General action--students who are
Education
program. unacquainted with much
"Visual Thinking" and of
human
thought.
"Symbols and Meaning" are Instead
of
objective.
no panacea for what ills independent thinkers we
this campus.....
~ graduate students •who
Without any exposu're may well remain tied to a
t 0
a I t ern a t i v e small plot of, intellectual
perspectives, the
R WC land.
student is immersed in the
theory specific to his or Sincerely.
her chunk of the total John Painter
problem.
This student
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Surrounding You'
By, Mark Gould, Natural
Science Division
Welcome back!
This
'Column will continue to
point
out
important
environmental features of
the campus.
As we traipse over the
campus, we often take it,
for granted, we often do
not connect with the
land. I often marvel at
this campus, its location,
and its potential.
What
has
helped
me
to
understand my relationship
to the earth is the
following
letter
from
Chief Seattle to the U.S.
Government
in
1852
concerning the buying of
tribal lands.
Hopefully,
it will help you too to
appreciate one another
and work to preserve the
earth.

~

"The
President
in
Washington sends word
that he wishes to buy
our land. But how can
you buy or sell the sky?
The land?
The idea is
strange to us. If we do
not pwn the freshness of
the air and the sparkle of

the water, how can we
buy them?
"Every part of this
earth is sacred to my
people.
Every shining
pine needle, every sandy
shore, every mist in the
dark
woods,
every
meadow, every humming
insect.
All are holy in
the
me m 0 r y
and
experience of my people.
"We know the sap
which courses through the
trees as we know the
blood that courses through
our veins.
We are part
of the earth and it is
part
of
us.
The
perfumed flowers are our
sisters.
The bear, the
deer, the great eagle,'
these are our brothers.
The rocky crests, the
juices in the meadow, the
body of ·the pony, and
man, all belong to the
same family.
"The shining water that
moves in the streams and
riv.ers is not just water,
but the bloo<! of our
ancestors. If we sell you
our
land,
you - must
remember
that
it
is
sacred.
Each, ghostly

,-.

I, sit at a table-like
machine cutting rubber
washers from a f ourcavity mold. I place it on
the rubber sheet, slide the
press over it ~nd click
the button. Then I pull'
the four' washers from
the rubber and toss them
into a barrel. For five
days, eight hours watch, I
'repeated this motion.
I became a victim of
this plague after I asked
my father, to get me a
job for break. That will
be the last time I ask my
father to pull strings for
me.
He told me I would be
'working at the John G.
Shelly Company, a rubber,
and plastic factory in
Wellesley,
Mass.
My
supervisor would be Jack
Facner.
I had never worked .in
a factory before; and was
.looking forward to resting
my mind from school
work and doing ,something
a bit more p~ysical. So
when Monday came, I put
on 'my jeans and work
boots, and drove anxiously
to the factory.
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'bi-ea'k' sa;'ed me"'I finally have
source ,of ventilation is a time, and I crawl off of a reason to stop making
wall fan that turns itself my stool and walk in a washers. ,But Jack strolls
on
for
five
minutes daze to the breakroom.
in, and I feel obligated to
every
half-hour.
It's
I pace the dirty, tiled ask
ff
there's
more
clockwork just as the floor of the br,eakroo~, rubber. Of course there
motion of my' task is. exercising my legs in an is. In fact~ ·there', is a'
Slide over the press,' push attempt ~o .g~t th~~ blo~~.; .wh~!~. ,~::sh:srWd~~"':-filled
I soon 'found- out that the button, lift the deal moving. 'I've bee!\"sitti'n~' 'witf(si'x ·fo~fT.o!~S'.. .
working in a factory was and pick the washers.' in that chair for 'two aird
'''There you' go €hris, nothing 'to be anxious Again and again. Over a half hours, and in you can take one of
about, and that my brain and over.
several minutes I'll be in these," he says with a
would be getting a break
As I slowly begin to it again until noon.
smile. "That should keep
it didn't deserve.
cover the bottom of the
The other workers talk you busy for the rest of
A typical day starts at steel barrel with the black about
Facner,
their the day." Indeed it d~es.
7:55 a.m. when the alarm- rings, pacing the clock nagging wives and last
Lunch slowly arrives
like buzzer goes off in with my eyes between night's game, and do little and quickly goes. I .return
the dusty factory. It's cuts,
co-workers
are to
make
me
feel to the die cutter; secretly
time to punch in and conducting similar tasks. comfortable. As I wish I hoping it would break, and
begin a long and weary We
are
spread
out was home chopping wood a n
aft ern 0 0 n o f
~ashers. cutting rubber throughout .the workshop, or watching the Price Is depressing
boredom.
I
As I walk to the die- separated by stacks of Right, I. pour a cup of pray I can control my
cutter that I will be boxes, paper cores and coffee, but the sugar jar thoughts and thiQk of
condemned to until 10:30 rubber scraps, and the is empty. Just as well, I things that will give me
a.m. when I' take the opportunity to exchange think, it will only make strength to gei thrOugh
, designated
10, minute communication is limited. me more restless and the rest 'of the - day.
break, I know I will soon So I keep to myself and stimulate
more
dismal Things to'lo_ok' forward to
miss the erratic traffic try to concentrate on my thoughts.
like' homework, arguing
that I was in a half-hour work. But ifs hard. '
'As I wait for the with' my mother and
ago. The thought of it
My duties don't requIre buzzer to signal the end church.
excites me as I begin to any skill, know-how or of the break, I feel like
As the barrel passes
fill the barrel with the thought. A child would' be a criminal waiting on the half-way,;. mark, I
paper:..thin washers that as productive as me. So death row, waiting to be begin to realize how
are no bigger' than a my
mind
drifts and called to my chair.
fortunate I am to })e able
dime. This job' is far becomes embedded in my
After break l' am to go back to school and
from exciting, or even worries. Grades, bills and subjected to another hour never have to' return to
erratic.
is my girlfriend being and a half of rubber this factory. I begin to
The factory is just faithful? I begin to think washers.
It
goes
by wonder how' the workers
like any other one. There the worst of myself, my slowly, and the ,ashtray can do this for all of
,are two modular rooms future' and
I
grow begins to fill up ~ith their lives. Day after
(referred to as workshops' paranoid. I need to stop cigarette butts. Again my 'day, week after week and
by Facner). The walls are thinking, or I'll go crazy. thoughts haunt me. I'm year after year.
of paint-faded concrete I
need
to
talk,
to starting
to
lose
it.
How do they do - it?
and are cracked where anybody.
Something has to give I Why can't industry find a
they meet the equally
Finally, the
buzzer think.
way to eliminate these
drab ceil~ng. There are no makes its sound, waking
Then I run out of
'. '
living
rubber. The 'roll has BLUE COLLAR See page 6
me
fro,m
a

Blue 'Collar
Boredom
by Chris Zizza

reflection in the clear
"This we know:
the
"When the last Red
waters of the lakes tells earth does not belong to Man has vanished with
of events and memories man, man belongs to the his· wilderness and his
in the life of my people. earth.
All things are memory
is
only
the
The water's murmur is the connecte~ like the blood shadow of a cloud moving
voice of my father's that unites us all.,' Man across the prairie, will
father.
did- not weave the web of these shores and forests
"The rivers are our life, he is merely a still be here? Will there
brothers.
They quench strand in it.
Whatever be any spirit of my
our thirst.
They carry he does to the web, he people left?
our canoes and f ee9 our does to himself.
"We love this earth as
children.
So you must
,"One thing we know: a
newborn
loves 'its.
give to the rivers the our god is also your god.' mother's heartbeat.
So,
kindness you give' any The earth is precious to if we sell you our land,
brother.
him and· to harm the earth love it as we have loved
"If we sell you our is to, heap contempt on its it.
Care for it as we,
land, remember that the creator.
have cared for it. Hold
air is precious to us, that
"Your destiny is a in your mind the memory
the air shares its spirit mystery to us. What will of the land as it is when
with all the life that it happen when the buffalo you receive it. Preserve
supports. The wind also are aI' slaughtered? The the memory of the land
. gives our children the wild horses tamed?, What as it is when you receive
spirit of life. So if we will happen when the it. Preserv.e the land for
sell our land, you must secret corners of the all children and love it,
keep it apar,t and sacred, forest are heavy with the as God loves us all.
as a place where man can scent of many men and
"As we are part of the
go to taste the wind that the view of .the ripe hills land, you., too. are part of
is
sweetened
by
the is blotted by. talkin~~th~' .land '. T,hJ~" ear,t.h is
meadow flowers.
wires?
Where will :the' prec1o'us:
us.i.:;i.t.4s-: also
"Will you teach your thicket be? Gone! Where precious to you.• ~ . One
children what we have _ will the eagle be? Gone! thing we know: there is
taught our children? That And what is to say only one God. No man,
the earth is our mother? goodbye to ,the swift pony, be he Red Man or White
What befalls the earth and the hunt? The end Man, can be apart.
We'
befalls all the sons of the of
living
and
the are brothers after all."
earth> - '. ,', ~ . ,.~~ urxi . _ .. ~.:.. ....
"
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NoteworthI
BLUE COLLAR
silly tasks.
From page S .
There seems to be a
link,
an
tedious' tasks? For years missing
u n b "a I
nee .
men have been going' to .-overdevelopment
has
work
in
factories. caused
simplicity
in
Technology
and
time
'"
saving developments have industrial factortC(s, but it
'hasn't
been
able
'to
constantly 'made their jobs elimina,te these' simple,
faster, easier and simpler,
redundant and tedious jobs
to the point where the
'blue collar worker. spends from the responsibility of
. '" h
d
f'
'man.
elg,it ours a ay, l~eI don't know what
days
a
week,
In : these little rubber washers
tho~~~:essh::~k~e~slowly are used for, but I do
replaced with power, skill know that when I p\!.nch
out at S p.m. and rush
and' craft~manship with out the door, there is a
machine, and ultimately
these developments have barrel of them sitting in
in turn replaced hard the workshop, and when
work
with bothersome I return tomorrow there
will be an empty barrel
boredom. Technology has and another roll of rubber
enabled us to blow up
New York City in a single waiting for me.
blast,
but -why can't
technology rid man of

a
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, so 'YOU THINK YOU'RE TOO YOUNG FOR HEART DISEASE?
, Read each question carefully.
1. Have

~

,Y N

of your parents had a stroke or heart attack?

Y N

2. 'Do you have high blood pressure?
3.

Do you smoke cigarettes?

Y N

4.

Is your, blood cholesterol higher than 20Omg/10Oml? .

Y N

5.

Do you exercise less than three times a week or less
than 30 miQutes per exercise session?

Y

6.

Do,you h~ve a sedentary lifestyle ()r do you spend most
of the day doing light activity?

Y N

7.

Is a lot of your daily work aggravating, unsatisfying,
'boring or dangerous?
'

Y N

8.

Do,you feel you are unable to relax, even at home?-

Y N

9.' 00 you have diabetes?

11.

Y

N

If you answered yes to Question 10, have you gained your
extra weight,as an adult?

Y

N

Are you male

Y

N

bet\~en

the ages of 35 - 55?

If you answered yes to one or more of the questions, you may be at risk for
developing heart disease.
WHAT CAN YOU 00 IF YOU'RE AT RISK?

-'

You can participate in the exciting and painless programs which Health
Service and the Health Educator -have developed to celebrate February Heart
Health Month. They include:
A.

Free blood cholesterol and blood pressure screening
February 21,' 1989
11:00 am to 3:00 pm
Student Center

10_ Week Walki.ng Club
:.. o.S-,~S.9;'7-'tp"..aJl~:..1 I)forma t ion
S.t.
~
r

B.

F~br~~ry

Clip

th~s

21, 1989 11:00 am to 3:00

Coupon

Houl: Film
Developing
.

,

.

L~neFoOd

'

SETS OF

./!..eoberr'l S

.'

COLOR

&: Coffee _ _•

'PRINTS
FOR THE

PRICE OF

Welcome Back Students

FREE

Two Roll Limit

Expires 2/28/89

,CUP OF COFFEE

-

Phofo World
433 Hope St.
253-2248
, -

, WITH tHIS AD~.;

~'

-,Open 7 days a week!

.

483 Hope .SI.. B,ristol, RI ,02809 (401) 253-0360
, Mon'Thr7:00 a;';-to

9:00 p~ Frld;y '1;00 am to 10:OlrPm '.. Sl!t·Sun 8:00 am to 10 pm
Putry". '.
:....A~~ winning Sandwiches

.• Fresh HDme:B~kld

, . &.~~ ~ t;appucclllO.

......... Cllp·thls Coupon

- Ant Wines I,", Beers seMld

.

~

. .

N

Y N

10. Are you overweight for your height?

12.
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Dean's List
Jenyne Engelhardt
Kristen Huisman
Melissa Mattes
The Messenger extends Philip Cassarino
Shawn
Evans
John
Hutchins
Allison McGowan
Gary
Chamberland
its CONGRATULATIONS
Daniel Famiglietti
Christine Ille
Robert McGuire
to the 305 students who Robert Charlier Jr.
J(aren Fardy
Jerry Ims
David McKanna
were named to the Dean's ,Sharon Chazin
Richard Fascia
Dorothy Irons
Maria Medeiros
List for the fall semester Jill Cheetha'm
Darren Fava
Michellle James
Christi ,Mello
Gabriela Choy
of 1988.
Michael Januario
Jeff Mello
Bruce Fay
To make the Dean's Richard Ciaramello
Suzanne Fedele
Lawrence Jodoin
Denise Michaud
List, students. need an Paul Clark
R'ay F:erreira
Donna Johannis
Rob Midwood
average of 3.4 .and must John Clays
Richard Ferreira
Mary Jones
Cheryl Miller
carry a full course load. Scottie Coble
Christine Ferri
David Jordan Jr.
Ian Miller'
The following is an Deborah Coconis
James Fiore
Paul Jordan
Valerie Mills
alphabetical list of all day John Coelho
Morgan Fischer
Philip Kane
Robert Mizzoni.
and evening students who Jonathan Cole
Laura Fiskke
Hollie Kaplan
Lori Aim Molloy
made .the Dean's List. Phyllis Collier
Joan Fournier
Christine Kearns
Julia Monarca
Congratulations, you done Michael Collins
Richard Conary
Timothy Fox
Doreen Kelly
Rob Moore
good!
Patricia Conley
Bernard Frezza Jr.
Michael Kelly
Jackson Morgan'
James Connolly
Robert Fugere
Gordon Kent
Mary Muldoon
Sean Connolly
Paul Furze r
Stephen King
Steven Mullen
Paul Abelli
Kenneth Conte
James Gallogly
Kristie Kirchner
Charles Murphy
Kenneth Adam
Jose Cordeiro
Kevin Gallup
Ellen Klegraefe
Pamela Nadeau'
. Thomas Aguiar
Michael
Correia
Michael
Galusha
Laura
Knight
Paul
Nadeau
Kathleen Almon
Ann Marie Costanzo'
James Galvin
Sheila Kowalski
Dorothy Nadrowski
Philip Amara
Kristi Cover
Valerie Gamon
Thomas Kowalski
Donna Napoli
Melissa Anderson'
Carol Cushman
, Karyn Andrews
Nicole Garrity
Christine Kracunas
Jeff Neuschatz
Carol Giblin
Joan Krave
Frank Nicotra
James Cyr
Paul Arris
Tracy DacostaTracy Ginna
Douglas Lafond
Nannette Oliveras
Michele Baccarella
Deborah Dallaire
Dawn Glenney
Christopher Lambert
Sharon Orser
Kathryn Barry
Aimee Godbout
Jane Lareau
Jennifer Ouellette
. LOJ.:ianne Davidson
Patricia Barry.
Mary Day
Jana Goldberg
Timothy Lauder
John Painter
Mary Bennett
Tobey DeChristopher
Kristie Gonsalves
Andrea Lawrence
Constance Palagi
Silsbee Biddle
Michael Denis
William Bitler
Elsie Godrum
Louann Lawrence
Thomas Parker
Leonard DePasq.uale
Kristen Bodiker
Stephen Greene
Michael Lebeau
' .Tania Pauly,
Joseph DeStefano
'Ruthy Bookman
Dirk Grotenhuis
William Lent
.
~.lbur, r.,er~~h,· . ",;:.; ;-,:,. ;.J:,'
Federico D~cicco
Fred Booth
Eileen Hadfield
Michael Lettieri
'Lewis Perrptti < o. ':l~';;~" Ray Dickinson
Chris Bordiuk
Sharon Hall
Carloia Leturia
Robert Perry
Jeff Diener
Michelle Bon.
Diane Hanks
Marcy Levent'hal
Nicole Pietrini
David Dimattia
Geo{ge Hanlon
. Alfred Levitt
Jason Pines
Richard Botelho
Gina DiSalvo
Todd Bourcier
Donald Hansen
Susan Lilien
Karol Poirier
Michael Donais
Glenn Hanson
Seunghee Lim
Theresa Poirier
Michae~ Boyd
James Donovan
Roland Harper
Karen Longmore
Ellen Post
Beth· Bradbard
Alceu Dovale
Debra Bramwell
Matc J,..ussie.r, '.
Mark Powers
Bruce Harris
Stephen Drab
James Brandley
~'_"_~~ " ~~c&~ '~~~~tone ~ ·~.~~~.........IiJtMlt!lIat~~ . . . ._ ....~--ai._~
----.-:_~~==:..:..:::,;:.::::~
. Paula Drummey
. -Nancy-Hebert ~-- ..'
,Susan Madara.
Dolores Quick,
Donald Brenner Jr.
Todd Drury
Karl Herreshoff
Edmund Maiato
Dennis Raposa
.James Broccoli
Michelle Dubuque
Mark Herter
. Barbara Malo
Patricia Reading
Carolyn Brooks
Betsy Ducharme
William. Higgins
David Marandola
Lisa Ream
Sharon Buckley
'Elizabeth, Dufresne
( Sharon Hodson
Brian' Marsh
Leslie Redmond
Kevin Buffi
Christopher Dumaine
Cindy Horan
Roger Martin
Angela Reed
Eve Marie Buglione
Kathleen Dunn
Arnold Horowitz
Pamela Mashaw
Michael Reinhardt
Cheryl Cabral
Susanne Dupont
Riena Horwitz
Pauline Massed
Lynn Retza)c~ ~'
Christine Canavan'
Richard Eckert
Florence Howe
Thomas Massimo'
.~ : -:~,~Mattlie'w Rict-'_ ::., ,
Jonathan Carchia
, ;.'DDuglas.Riquier-Denise Roberts
. Ray Robichaud
, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , ; - - - - - - . Scott Robinson
Nancy Rodrigues
Celebrating
Donna Ross
John Rossi
365 Hope Street, Bristol
Denis Roux, :- -. ~
Andrew Ruscito
253-1414
Lee Rush
Hours: M-Th,. 9am-9pm
Michael Russo
Fri. 9am-l0pm
Mark Schiller
Stephen Schimansky
Sat.. 9a.m-l0pm
Nora Schleppinghoff
Sun. 10am:9pm
Mark Schraer
Stacy Sheldon
Blo'od Cholesterol, Screening
Richard Shepard
Dana Shultz
.'
. Mara Siebert,
and'
John Sliva
Joanne Simas
Blood Pressure Screening
Maria Simonelli
Kim Singer
Chritstine Smokovich
Louis Soto
Lisa Sousa
Look for' our menu insertion!
Adam Souza
Kevin Span(Uer
Katherine Stack
1
David Steuer
1
Paul Simpson
Kim Stuff
Eileen Sullivan
I,
Joan S~llivan
,I Leah Sullivan
Sponsored by: Health Services
.
,
'
.
1
L ---~-------~----~
......... ~-------,. Shawn Sweeney
<
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Golden -Goose Deli

Heart Month
Free - Free - Free,

Pa}nless- ,Quick - Easy

-------------------------r 'Free'delivery

Feb. 21,1989
11-3pm
Student Center,

I $.50 off any regular
size sandwich
I
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lose Hana tz,
I lOve YOy ancf I Want to
meet you. I.live"in Dorm
3.

• '. "I]

YOur secret' girl
. Algebra class.

'(.,';

from

Head,
. Kitten great se"en
Deaf een a
U's b

· nths.
nsie
.11\O
\,00"

Dearest Alberto,_ .
MissiQg. OUr Cut-throat
rummy games and afterhours' chats.. Come back
to us' Soon' and don't
for:ger . the Mellow Mail.
Happy Valentine's Day.
We
love
You,
Your
Roomies
P.S:. Absence does make
the heart grow fonder and
so
do., 108
cabin
fantasies. . I lOve you.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Schmoozer
-;
.
.).

-,

LO"~',

.. .
,

~
~

c ... Happy
l~nny (that's
21 shots!)
. Buthday
distance
a long. great,
Lauren, to always
To entine
YOU a
e.
Val
1 k.no w
ur ,na11\
friend. to see yo Michele
want~d Lo"e ya,
in pnnt.
.
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piglet,
"
'd 1 'love
.
ou al'l_'
," '
I InlSS ,y ., Valentine';5
you.
H a P P Y , ';,
Day! ,See ,you soon.
pucK".,~. ?' "~0t
. :,
Baby
~
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'MiChael" B
Frostbite

Clue',

.1 : . . .
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Hey Boogaloo,
I love you.
Love, Hamlet!
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You,Said'lt
QUESTION:

What .. is thetoushest problem that President
new administration and how should he hanGle it?
.

Bush 'must

face

in

)

the

.~

/

Gabriel Levitt .
Sophomore
New York City, New York
I don.'t· think he'll
change. anything to help
the people who are· hungry
and homeless and in the
ghettos. He won't change
anything at all--it'll be
just like Reagan, and it
won't change.

Matthew Molloy
Senior
Fairfield, Connecticut
'I . thi~k thatdrug
trafficking is .one of. the
major problems' that he
face.
Also . the
'doubts . concerning
the
public's confidence in Dan
Quayle. As far as Quayle
goes,
he'll
prove
himself. And the drug
trafficking, just stricter,'
har~~~r)?eqjllti~!~ ~ .; r,; .;.)::~ ~;;

will

Inmaculada Reynoso
Freshman
Warwick, ,Rhode Island

,
!
-

.

'

~

Jeannne McCarthy
Junior
Taunton, Massachusetts
Dan Quayle is his
biggest problem. I don't
think he's qualified lor
the position' he has.. I
guess he can't do anything
now, but he should've
chosen a more qualified
.running. mate. '

. I. think he'll have a
lot of problems with
women's rights, because I
don't- think' he's
approaching the issues as
he should, like abortion..
When you give someone
certain rights and' you
·take,·' them· .away
it-

''',

- depriVes ItbW ~e~,Q.q. 01":'":["-'" ~,
that privilege.

"~i~"~jJ'-

:

~

..

"- .

~

.t

.

Melissa Unger
Sophomore
~lastonmary, Connecticut

..

! "I_._!oe.~pe~~~.c:.k ",;-. '.
:
' JpJiior
Adam, 'Connecticut
,
I don't think he'll be
able· to keep his' promise
of no new taxes for four
years. There's not much
he can do about it.
h

...

,.

,The deficit is the
biggest problem he has to
face. What's he going to
do about it?
That's a
tough question.

Telemarketing

365 Hope" Streetf Bristol
2S3-14~4

\Temporary (3- 6 months). positions
available in Telephone sales~ Four
evenings a week, four hOl)rs per
night. Must be comfortable on the
-phpne, priorsalesexperience help-ful .. Hourly p~y plus commission.

Hours: M.Th', 9ain-9pm
Fri. 9am-.lOpm,
Sat. 9am;'lOpm,
Sun. lOam-9pm

Now Delivers to

,Roger, . Williams
C'ollege

.Apply in person:

Look for our menu insertion!

.,<freed delivery .

-----~------------------~-

off any reglllaI.~_, I
,.
d·h ',' .,' 'I"1
.~'~z.~'" .~an.' \VIC

1.. ... ··$.50,

,

,-

1
'1

,

.

.

"

Golden·, '·.Goose .Deli

,

reporter - Kim Stu!! .
photos by Aimee Godbout
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East 'Bay .New.papers
1 Bradford St.
,

Bristol'
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Noteworthy
DEAN From page 7

IN WORDS

. Paul Sylvestre
Mark Synowiec
Edward Szargowicz.
Matthew Taubman
Robert Theve
Nancy Thomas
Laurie Torosian
Sandra Tracy'
Sandra' Travers
Rebecca Turnbull
Ling Tzeng
Rebecca Valente
Joseph Varao
Jeanne Ventura
David Vincent
Sandra Vinton
David Walker
Steven Weatherbie
Richard Weida
Debra Westgate
Camilla Westmacott
Robert Wiechers
Kathleen Williams
'Erik Wohlert
Elizabeth Zarum
Marc Zeitz
Meredith Zipp

...---""'!""------.
ATTENTION
FULL-TIME FACULTY:

Part-time, instructor
'eaching Mo~days an
Wednesdays at8 am.
and 3 pm. needs a

(CPS) -- In its annual granola - uS,ed to describe
report
of
new someone 'who dresses or
"buzzwords"
that
have acts as if the 1960s never'
spread
to'
campuses ende~.
nationwide the National
Association of College bite mo~se ;. get lost.
Stores found a new crop
of slang words that have parallel , parking
and
been popping up on the horizontal bop
terms
campuses of colleges and meaning
sexual
universities. Among the intercourse. '
findings:
pc - A term meaning playing. tonsil hockey or
politically
,correct. boxed tODsiis - kissing.
Someone in favor of 'CONTEST #1
~lavery would be non-pc.
We'd love to hear any
words they missed. If you '
groovy - When spoken in know a slang word widely
a sarcastic tone, it means used on .campus, let us
stodgy or old-fashioned.
know what it is and what
'it means. ,Drop it off in
chill - As a command it our box in the library or
means calm down. As an slip it under the door of
adjective, "chillin" can our office or put it in'
mean something is great.
This fern is a positive outc~me of the
our
_tt hat's
The
gr~enho,=,~e, eff~ct. If a litt'e _warm
Messenger) box in the'
talking to Ralph on ,the mailroom.
weather could do that for a' fern,
big white phone - To $10 GOES TO THE BEST
-think of what •it' could do for
you.
..&
. . . '"
-r_
vomit.
ENTRY.
(We're
not
photo b.v Michele Baccarella
kidding!) ,The winning
WHAT DO YOU, KNOW? , 4. What is being
goob-a-tron - It's one of entry as well as the rest
reintroduced in
A Current Events Quiz
recent - variations
on of the entries will be
Soviet
secondny
goober, nerd, grind, geek published in the next issue compiled by Michele
schools
after
Baccarella
and d w e e b · o f the Messenger.
being canceled
~~~~~~:4?;::_~TlIl!!H.~iI- .'IArD,,£LI:E:~flTHf 1. ~t i ~,naJDc
W£J,>NE"'SDAY,FEBlfuAR\' 5
22: .

place " to 'roost''' OOt- ...- '- - -...- __- - - - - - - - - - - -..
ween 9-3 pm. on
those days. I am unobtrusive and conSUBURBAN SURPLUS
s~derate. If you're wit
583 Hope Street
C R U I S E S HIP Si ;.
Hng to share your
Bristol, RI
".
Now Hiring Men and women.!
office with me, please Army, Navy, American,
Summer .& Career
European,
Government,
Opportunities (Wm Tram),
call Ext. 2035 and
Civilian
and 'Vintage
Excellent Pay Plus World
leave a message for
Clothes, And Much, Much
Travel. HawaII ; Bahamas,
.
Catherine AdamowicZ More.
Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW'
Bristol COUQty's Number
206~ 736-7000 Ext. 837C
,Thanks! .
One Arm Nav Store

Classifieds

I

r--~~:~:~-6~Donuts-For-$~99-------~-1

l

Choose, From Our Big Selection Of Donuts! 1

,I
1
I
I
I

GOOD,

Discount with large orders!

. _.

2. How much does
an autograph of
Joe DiMaggio cost?
3. Who is suing
the Bristol Zoning
Board of Review
because it approved
the variance for
R WC's new library?

I
I

------------------------~-------~--

RICCOTTrs SANDWICH SHOP
11 GoodiIl<JAve., Bmlol

as suffragan bishop
for the Episcopal
Diocese of
Massachusetts?

#1.

Limit. tw<.> per ~ustomer per visit. Offer not good in
comblDatlon With other offers.
-----------------------------------~

DONUT?

c;~s~:r~te~.s:turd'-a·y...'-1'·-~,~--- So-': Why -was '~.;;~

,trial of' Oliver
North which wassupposed to begin yesterday
delayed?
'8~a,I:lH

. - .(\~:»M - p.uoi~u 'aSlilAIP
~J,..( t ~ft.C: :r ~O.
Plnoa "~o ~'~ q\ P!'l.lJV

rea' . '\daa

"'41
r n ll,1'

'S
'J

'IO~~Q

JO

.~I\~e

• ' , ' " '," - ;lIUI1lX-

8unmo pawa:lUOO aqJ. .£
'OU '';

aunuawalO '
e.nq.nQ, pUNaAaa '1
'~H

~OW

PJ'S

416: Metacom Ave., Bristol
Q 1
:253-3496
~~ I

LOOKS

/

GoOding PI~ • (loading Ave., Bristol, RI 02809
..
(401)253-7378
Owned and operated by Paul & Jane Ray

, w i t h this coupon. I

1

A TREE GROWS IN' BRISTOL...

# 2

-# 3

~

#4

.'. bu)!. one lJnd !let one free
THis COUPON Will BE ACCEPTED AS PAYMENT fOR ANY
SMALL SU~MARI NE.SANDWICH ON ESTABLISHMENT'S··
MENU WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANfrTH'ER SUBMARINE
.SANDWICH OF ECUA~ OR GREAT,E.R VALUE.
GQ,oci 'Phrouqh

HAS:

Tanning $4.00 per visit
6 visits for $22.00
10 visits for $35.00
Exercising with passive exercise
equipment 12.00 a week.
Body, 'wraps: Lose,4 to -15 inches in
one hour.
Beauty cremes and natural capsules
to hejp~'yo_u loOk_ and feel wonderfuL

~~----~~----~~~-~~~='~~~--~-~~~~~~-~--_.
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Sports
Behind
the
eight-ball
by Melissa Julianp

.Peaberry's. remain
champs in ~o~~
"J~ r(()urnament,..,.
Kevin Callaghan, Bill
Franz, Matt Molloy and
Dave Michaud, who make
up
the
intramural
basketball
team,
Peabcrr~:s, '. ~Qn. the

~~t\t,laCS~J;t.jc"{:S~p'~~~oops
3 0(j"it 1.3'" ~'Bllsketball
L

VJ

•.•
.....

~

•~

t

>#

. ,

.....

Tourna'ment . for
the
second year in a row.
The tournament, held
on Feb. 2,' attracted 16
teams to c'ompete at the
Paolino Rec Center.
Peaberr)"s

This victory
"'" by

...

represent RWC at the
Regional
SuperHoops
tournament to be held at
Northeastern . Uni~ersity,
Boston on Saturday, March
11.
Organized
as
an
Intramurl)l Special Event,
the
.Department
of
Intramurals and Recreation
runs
the
tournament
annually during the first
week
of· ~ the
second
semester.

Biil Kelly

complaints as .the Hawks
The
February
7th came Qut ·with a victory,
game .against
Emerson winning by a score of O'
'
didn't consist of any toO.
slam dunks from 6' 10"
At game ~ime the team
center Lamont Edwards, waited th~ required 15
any fast . breaks from minutes for the Emerson
Vinnie Godwin, nor did team to show up. They
Rick Severson sink any' 20 didn't meet 'the required
footers.'
.
time and therefore, .by.
The stars didn't score college rules. the Hawks
any points and neither did won the game, moving
the
bench, but. head up to third place in thefr
coach Dwight Datcher division with a land 3
record.
didn't
have
. an

WELCOME BACK RWC
CALL AHEAD

.J'ao8e/e

~ELLTOWERPLAZA
'Syrians, Salads,
Subs '& Premium
Ice Cream'

.c

(401) 253-8885

sandwich shops

Next to
Brooks Drug
576 Metaeom Ave
Bristol, RI
Rte. 136

~------------------.BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!
Any Small Submarine Sandwich
Buy one sub and get another small sub of equaJ or lesser
value FREE! Choose steaks', cold cuts, salads and top it
off with fresh vegetables. Coupon must be presented at
time of purchase. One coupOn per sub please. Hurry!
06er good 'til 2-28-89' is valid at Bristol &. East
Greenwich D'angelo .locations ody. One COlipOfI per
family per day please.'
.

Rwe

It's finally here, a
billiards club at, Roger
Williams
College'.
Although this may all
seem very new,. the club
did not start overnight.
i
President and founder
of the club, Tim Mitchell
explains, "Last semester,
we got a gang of players
going, but we ,weren't
having
enough
tournaments so we decided
to make it a club.: We are
presently waiting to be
confirmed as a club, but
we have gone ahead
wi~hout
confirmation..
Even if we don't get
confirmed we will still
keep it. going."
The first billiards club
meeting
held
Feb. 2
produced a turnout of
over 60 people.
The club's elected
officers are: Tim Mitchell,
preSident' and t
tter,
Mark
Nadeau,
vice
president;
and
Cathy
Maierazo, secretary and
treasurer. Sotiri Barbounis
will .do public relations
work for the club. "We
are going to havehim
search out 'other schools
with
billiards
clubs
already formed or ones
interested
in
forming
them," Mitchell said.
The club plans to have
both home and a'way
games. It has an idea of
its
future
direction,
although
.currently .' it .
doesn't have any definite
contacts.
Mitchell made it clear
that anyone should' Ael
welcome to join this club)
"We already have
13
women and want it to be·
known .tha.t they are
welcome too.' Members
.can, join"at.. any time, nq
experience .. is' necessary.
Even the most novice
players
can
join.
Nobody . will be -turned
away," he said.
The club
will
be
playing eight ball. "This
involyes skill. In eight
ball, anytliirigcan happen.
You don't have to know
too
much
about .' the
game," Nadeau said.
The officers hope to
see
an
even
larger
turnout
at
future
meetings' which will be
held .on Tuesday and
Thursday nights.

amm'
,

.
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Entertainment

play to
benefit AIDS victimsSold~out

"1' m i n f a II i.b I e-nothing can happen to
me," is how most college
The 8 p.m. benefit students feel about AIDS.
performance of the play according
to
Pauline.
"On Tidy Endings," to be Vose,
RW~'s
health'
held on Friday, Feb. 17, educator.
is.sold out.
Vose said she thought
The play is also being the play is a good idea
performed at 10 p.m. and hopes it will raise
Tickets
a're
$1
for awareness about the issue.
students.
"They
(students)
know
The proceeds from that the virus exists and
the $15 tickets will go to that they're in danger but
the People With Aids not· how vulnerable they
Coalition" (PWA) . in are," Vose said.
Providence.
Most students aren't
The
newly
formed aware of the domino
Rhode
Island
group effect; when you sleep
provides
support
and with
someone
you're
deals with self advocacy.
sleeping with everyone
Adjunct R WC faculty they've' ever slept with,
•
.
~ember, D~borah Matson Vose concluded:
.'
Su~ RY!ln d!rects cast ,!,eU"bers .Debbie .Coc~nis, Tom Connelly"
IS a co-chaIrperson of _the
Everyone mtervlewed Rema HorWitz (I. to r.) m On
. Tidy Endmgs.
ph0 t 0 J erry R"mguette
group.
agreed
that
AIDS·
Sue
Ryan,
student awareness on campus is
director, said that her low. However, they do'
goal of raising ·awareness feel that it can be raised
among
students
about because the facts are
AIDS will be reached if available to students.
oile person realizes that
Circle Feb. 17 on your
it's not a gay disease and calendat and come find
{- when they think of AIDS, out
what
"On
Tidy
gay Or junkie won't come Endings," js about.
'
. :to m i n d . .
Ryan .decided to do
"On Tidy' Endings" for a
theatre project and Bruce
Thompson,
an
open
'division faculty lQ.ember,
connected her with the
.. by Kim Stuff .
PWA Coalition.
.
Ryan
and
stage
The Comedy Cellar at
.manager, Amy . Ebbeson
Th'at Place was filled with
plan to try to bring the
lauohter, as TOIJY' V.;,~ .
play . to
the
Student
~~·.'~b\i(tdfa&jP'r6te6 tirlar
Center so that· it. can
, ,. 'the" Ui(iver~e" en:tc'rtaitr-cd
reach a wider audience.
. a'large audienC'e
RWC
MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP
students last Tuesday,
.Feb.7.
If you are a
Black,
Tony seemed to
Hispanic, Asian or Pacific
interact with the audience
.Islander,
or
American
very well, es'pecially in
Indian or Alaskan Native
one
instance, where he
student, you are eligible
.
attempted'one
theater.
for one of the fhe
major's
acting
exercise
of
$2,000
Minority
becoming
an
ItaHan
man's
Scholarships. All monies,
moustache..
once
a warded,
will
Tony took lighthearted
continue until graduation
stabs
at many different
proyided
the
student
~
,topics,
ranging from the
remains in good academic
Soviet
Union,
Nancy
standing
R~agan,
and
the
trapped
After
this
year,
the
whales,
to
the
merits
of
scholarship
will
be
spend·iD;g
Diost
()f.
your
awarded to .a . freshmaD.
llfeoita couch. He also
This
year,
however,'
pointed out each person
eligible applicants, will
who came in or got up' to
include
any
full-time,
leave during his 'act.
presently enrolled minority
Few complaints can be
student as defined above.
made about this funny,
The award will be based
man, whose background '
on consideration of the
~'.
inch,ldes"a- B.S. in.
following: financial Deed, .
_psy(:holo.gy Jrom Bosto;':'
inyolvement
in
high
State CoU~ge, appearances
school and/or commuDity,
in movies like "One Crazy
academic promise, and a
Summer" and "Family·,'
personal statement.
Business", and .numerous .
Applications are anilable
live
perforirianc~s at clubs
by- writinl to the Dean of
.
and
coUeg~
campuses . '.'
Students and must be
through'out
the
countr:yi,;
returDed to the Dean of
oK"
and
,he:
ac~tually
did. a
[students no later thaD
Qiane Lane as Isabella stuart Gardner
pretty
good
imhation'df
MARCH
1.
I.
J.n last Sunday' s performance of ' Queen
th~ mous.tach~!..
of the .BaCk Bay.photo courtesy 01 Pu,?lic Relatio1ls
by .Heather Zapanta
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At the
Comedy'
Cella..:
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i~' hi~ing

wom~n

l.
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'Iabor~.riatke't,~

'MLK: Day

more
and
:said Trudy' professi9ns al;e ' - our, most
.
. (CPS) ;... The job market
.Ma~otta, of,· Ute Marriott ,sough-after" 'gradQates:' '.
.
. for this year's college. minority':grads.: ':~
, S o'm c·' stu den t s Corp.;", ' ." '
;" said DeBow;' whlle Linn- by DWIght Datcher
-grads is booming.
Victor Lindquist 'of' 'Benton's' Asxl1oUff' finds
·There's no .question about conseq.uently. feel" they're
' c, Northwestern
added' clerical, , nursing: and
.it," . teported
Angie in'the :driv,:er'$ seat.
;,
,·rm
looking
for,
an
companies
:'.lso
arc
hiring" automotive' 'students' 'in
3,60' 01'50 - odd years
A~choff: Of Linn-Benton
attractive
company
with
because
thc:companies
'high
demand:
.
'
',after
,the'blacks landed at
Community; . College's
tr.~cl
and
benefits,"
'said
themselves"
expect
to
M
i
chi
g
a
n
St~a
t
e
Jamestown,;
125
years
,placement' office
in
,University
,
of'
Maryland
prosper:
,','
researchers,
said
electrical
'
after'
the
signing
of
the
Oregon, . ·the number· of
.
senior,
Maurice
Boissiere
61
perccnt
of',
the
engineerinj
majors
will
be
EmancipationP,roclamatioIi
jobs advertised with -us is"
0(,: his job searcb.. ~ight firms . NU'
surveyed in' the ,greatest': demand ",and 34' years 'arter the
up this year."
at' tliought·. t"ey'd bemorc' followed by mar'keting~and ·.. S~preme
Court.' banned
It's ' h a'p p eni n g' now: I'm 'looking
profiles.; rm profitable in' '1989' 'than sal e, s " . fin an cia I' segregation, tbe' United
nationwide. ' Twomajol' cpmpany
- they'we're in 1988.""
"~dD)inistration"meclianical :States honors Dr. Martin
annual 'surveys, releasc-d interviewing them."
The' companies. feel i t , ' _·Corporate A'mel"ica is engineering and computer' Luther King, Jr.• a black
in December, of national
conf~dent the,' ~coDomy science m.ajOr~.
.
. ;' man, 'on, the third Monday
corporate; hiring of new too~,
·We will b~offering w'iH"
remain ,'strong
Thc": ""'Northwestern ' in January." ' .
.' grads . ,:both predicted a
jobs to people w110 know ' despite concerns" ~y so- sur y ey" .~ ~t 0 u n·d
t h a f ' , ' T,he '- King , holiday
happy spring.
N Of t h w est, ern ",they' are going to be in called- experts about the t~chnicat'grad's will make became a reality on Nov.
m0st
m 0 ne y . 2, 1983, when' President
University's"
Lindquist- great demand,· conceded volatile stock market, the the'
trade . balance, Engineering majors can Reagan signed the Bill.
Endicott :Report predicted Sa~ly , OdIe, . recruiting deficit-,
and
the expect ,to earn $30,600: up '.Th.e crusade and struggle
an' 8 percent jUJnp in manager for IBM. lOWe megamergers
have'
to
offer
jobs
that
increased
CQlDpetition
in from $29,8~6 in 1988.
,to' pa·y homage to Dr.
corporate
demand
for
'ar'e
challenging
and
the
maike~place,"
Chemistry'
majors
King ,through a holiday
graduates with bachelor's
inte,resting:
Lindquist
said.
should
get·
th~
secondwas a ,long and hard one.
degrees.' ,Those graduates
Deborah,
DeBow
of
His
report'
closely
highest
starting
salariesIn
every· session
of
will' . receive
starting
Eastern
WashingtOn
'followed
an.
early
$28,488
up
,5:1
Congr.ess.
,after
.
Ki~g's
salaries
that
are
an
Placement December survey of 14" percent from 19,88."
assassIDatlon,
leg~slatIon
average
4:6'
percent University's
Office
also
found
·ther~'s
000
employers
by
But
the
biggest
salary
~"as
~res~nted
callIDg.
,f~r
high er
than
those
~ore"
competition
(for
Manpower,
.
Inc.,
a
jump
will
be
in
sates
and
a
hohday;
I~
1973,
IIhnols
garnered by the, Class of
students), so companies temporary
employment marketing, up 8.8 percent beca~e t~e first state to
,'88. .
are'
getting
more
services
company.
to $25,560.'
est~bhsh 'a le~al King.
Starting salarics for
aggressive.
They're
22
J)ercent
of
the
The
Southwest
h,ohday.
students
.with
new
of
Th.rough
y~ars
master's degrees . should buying ads in student c~mpa.nies expected to add according to the Michiga~.
be 3.5 percent higher publications and coming· to thelf wQd:forces during State report, will offer 10b~~Ing, letters,
the
office
to', the first three months of, 1989 graduates the most petItIons and a D)arch on
than' last' year's, NU's into
s.trategize . more with the 198?, w~iie II percent new jobs, followed by the Washingt~n, ~.<?' by v~r
report added.,foresaw staff reductions.
Northeast, the Southeast 100~000 partICIpants, It
While Michigan State (placement) dire-ctor:
,"We _,were;
a
bit and the North Cent.ral ,came to pass. The' bill "Un i v e rsi ty.'s, (~_An n.u a-1" ~ Obs,eJ'Yers."attribute'the
Recruiting- Survey does-: scramblo', Cor' student
'.ndicated 'by Central' siates 'and
not paint' as rosy a corporate. concern that -str.ength
picture, it does predict there won't be e~ough,' those figures: Manpower Northwest will offer
to hire in the Presiden,t
,Mitchell. fewest new jobs.
,~new graduates will face a . grads
future.,
Fromsteinsaid. •After a
healthy job·market."
A recent U.S. Labor year in which 3,000,000
MSU
asked
427
FREE TIME?
Dept.
study predicted one new jobs ~ere added to
corporations about their
fewer
young· the U.S. workforce, we
hiring plans. In response~ million
people
will
enter
the
job expected to see a slowing If you han' free time
the' firms eX'pected to
and
are
looking
for
market
during
the
next
down of job formation:
make 3.1 percent more
omethlng
to
do,
why
not
job offers to students decade than during the ,The boom is better for
·oin The Messenger staff?·
some
students
than
this year, and said they I970s.
e are tookiogfor people
.. We a r e
d 0 i n g others.
were especiaIiy interested
do layout of the paper
o
everything w~e can' to
" Eng i nee r i n g ,
rUing
and photography.
prepare for the shrinking accounting, 'and . health
f
you 'are interested,
ome to' our meetings on
uesdays at 5:00 p.m• .I
liM. D r office, or
,
all exteDsioD 2229.
j

;"
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It;s a bird; it's a plane; no,
it's a ,Throto,'o
,

'

Leominster ~
Mass-- ,crossing
international rules that are similar to
It's too' big to be a bird, . borders.
Everyone's flag football. In the pool
but too small to be a tossing Thretons -- fro'm it becomes· water polo.
plane' or even Superman. jocks to couch potatoes. The tournament was, a .
So, just exactly what is The' fun is infectious.
major step in enthusiastic'
that strange thing flying
Boston College was the' public acceptance of the
thought, the air at 60 first
to
join
the Throton and, the dynamic.
mph? Why are' all those revolutionary force ,of indoor/outdoor recreation
people who are scrambling enthusiastic supporters of it provides. From this'
to catch it having such a. the. newly invented, jet- earl)t indication, the public
good time?
engined shaped, thrOWIng is ready to embrace it
Is i1' a' football with device.
Ter.ry
Lavin, provides. rrom this early
ears? Perhaps it's a flying Intramural DIrector, held indication, the public is
soda can holder? No, it's the first annual ATZ 'ready
to .embrace
it.'
a
.Throton,
a
new, (Arena' Throton Zones) Enthusiasts Claim it's the
aerodynamic
throwing tournament in December. most
fun
since
the
device which has sparked A 10 member team, the invention
of
the
a revolution iO intramural Gurus, defeated the Nads football.
sports
departments
on to. becoJ!le the 'supreme
Students who haven't
Boston-area
cotrege rulers of the Throton seen the Throton in their
campuses. But, it doesn't z o n e s . .
college bookstores as yet,
Made
of
light-weight, soft surgical, re~in, the'
stop there. It's catching
The
achon
packed will get their chance at
Throton
travels
.at 'speeds up
to 60 mph and
orr at campuses across the game is played ind ors on
.
country
and
is
even a basketball court with THROTON See page 15
distances, exceeding 50 yards.
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THROTON From page 14
Spring" Break iIi' Florida
when
Throtonics
Corporation, manufacturer
of the Throton, brings its
new device to Daytona
Beach for. fun and games.
The
Throton
selfcorrects whether' throwQ .
0 r
u n d e rh and e d'
overhanded. .And because
it's made' of light-weight,
. soft surgical resin, the
Throt,on can' easily be
gripped
and
caught.
Everyone tossing it turns
into an NFL quarterback,
whether man or. woman,
young or ~ld, athlete or
not.
Utilizing the 'venturi
principle, it travels in a
perfect spiral and travels
at speeds up to 60 mph
and distances' exceeding
50 yards' -- but, because
of its size and softness,
it can be caught with one

~'

hand.
"Everyone
who
particip~tes in the .fun
a p pre cia t e s
't h e
performance," says Carl
DiManno, '.the . ,invC?ntor,
"and
many
bookstores
can~t keep t~em in, stock.
They're that contagious."

,:.
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DiPrete
to speak
at RWC·
Ask' not what ,your
governor can do for you"
find out.'
Governor EdwarQ D.
DiPrete will kick .off the
business· div.ision's .spring
lecture
series
"by
addressing, "What Can a:
GovernorDp to Foster a
Favorable
Business
Climate in a State."
Come
hear
the
governor
~peak
on
Wednesday, Feb. 15, at 3
p.m. in LH129.
Two additional ,lectures
will be held later this
spring. The topics are
real
estate
and
management; speakers will
be announced in March.,

Aside from the fact that
I've been called' idealistic
at times, I don't believe
. that "everyone" is doin'
it. I truly believe that
there exists a ,population
of college students who
are waiting. And whether
, you are sexually active or
An e.xhibit,which has abstaining
you
both
, ,recently
appeared
at deserve respect and equal
Harvard University comes time. Therefore I will .,ot
to 'Roger Williams College be dressing up as "Ms.
now through March. 23. Condom"
passing
out
The exhibit, "Emerging prophylactics, or any of
European
Architects," the - other
suggested
features the' work. of 16 marketing ideas. I will be
architects
from
eight doing the follo.w~ng: '
We s t ern
E u r ope a n. - setting up display tables
countries.
in the Union, Rec Ce~ter
The exhibit ;is housed and
Health
Center.
in the Architect.ure gallery Available
will
be
and
can
be
viewed educational materia~s on
Monday
Friday from AIDS,
birth
control,
noon to 6 p.m. ,
-relationships,
decisionKenneth
Frampton, making,
communication,
professor and chairman of dating, marriage, STD's,
the architecture division etc. The tables will be
of Columbia University unattended
and
all
describes
the
exhibit: information is free.
"Many of these architects - Have questions but too
are represented here by embarrassed
to
ask?
small and intense works, Question slips will be
proving once again ·th.llt available on the tables.
arc hit e c t u r· e
0 f Fill out at your leisure,
significance
does
not send to me via mail or
depend·
on
size
for slip them under my door.
impacLFor' in the last I will .do my best to
analysis,
architecture answer them in the next
cannot be presented, it edition of The Messenger
can only' be .experienced." You do not need t.o

Emerging·
Architects
" Exhibit

ity'-$tllllnLeJt',it-U..........o....--:.-..-~

.1" .

page catai6gu--e-1 Emerging
European
Architects,
published in conjunction
with the, exhibition.)JOBS
in 1989
,

::- Available during the
week, as well as all year
through - FREE condoms
in the Health' Center.
(They're in the waiting
room mixed in with hard
candy!)
, Sex is the ultimate in
ldving
communication.
And whether or not you
are
sexually
active,
what's important is that
your
choice
is
a
responsible choice. You
respect yourself enough to
learn all you need to
make a decision tha t's
right for you - and thus
give the same respect to
Vose, Health
others.

there
,are still
'. 1nS
.
vlr2

P .•

The student body has Spohen
11:5, Department ofB~th & Human ~rvices
"

-.

This month, colleges
;.
around the country will be •
.,
celebra ting
National
RWC SCHOLARSHIP
Condom Week - Feb. 1317. I checked with some
colleges
in
the
New trhe
Rog,er
Williams
'E n g I and
a rea
tole 0 11 e g e
F a cui t y
investigate what programs IAssociation is offering
were bein.g offered during ro ur scholarships, each in
t hat
tim e.
So m e the amount· of $750, to
institutions
were
not full-time 'RWC s~udents,
acknowledging the week, for the 1989-90 academic
while
others
were year.
.
distributing
condoms The scholarship criteria
randomly around campus. are academ.ic performance,
One college was placing financial
need
and
containers
of
free contribution to the campus
condoms on the dining and local communities. .
room tables and another Applications are available
one was selling t-shirts.
from Louis Perl in the
As I thought about this business. division, SB1l5,
and
read
publicized and should be returned to
material about the week, her by March 10.
• there seemed to be an
underlying
message;
, "Everyone's
doin'
it."
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